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As heat exhaust capability and lifetime of plasma-facing component (PFC) during in-situ operation are linked to the manufacturing

quality, a set of non-destructive testing must be operated during R&D and manufacturing phases. Within this framework, advanced

non-destructive examination (NDE) methods are one of the key issues to achieve a high level of quality and reliability of joining

techniques in the production of high heat flux components but also to develop and built successfully PFCs for a next generation of

fusion devices. In this frame, two NDE infrared thermographic approaches, which have been recently applied to the qualification of

CFC target elements of the W7-X divertor during the first series production will be discussed in this paper. 

The first one, developed by CEA (SATIR facility) and used with successfully to the control of the mass-produced actively cooled PFCs

on Tore Supra, is based on the transient thermography where the testing protocol consists in inducing a thermal transient within the heat

sink structure by an alternative hot/cold water flow. The second one, recently developed by PLANSEE (ARGUS facility), is based on

the pulsed thermography where the component is heated externally by a single powerful flash of light.

Results obtained on qualification experiences performed during the first series production of W7-X divertor components representing

about thirty mock-ups with artificial and manufacturing defects, demonstrated the capabilities of these two methods and raised the

efficiency of inspection to a level which is appropriate for industrial application.

This comparative study, associated to a cross-checking analysis between the high heat flux performance tests and these inspection

methods by infrared thermography, showed a good reproducibility and allowed to set a detectable limit specific at each method.

Finally, the detectability of relevant defects showed excellent coincidence with thermal images obtained from high heat flux tests,

allowing to define workable acceptance criteria valuable for series application.
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